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 Introduction Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive are two of the more popular competitive online games available right now. Both are heavily modded; Counter-Strike Source has a huge modding community, while Counter-Strike: Global Offensive is still in its early stages of development but has already spawned a number of large modding communities of its own. One area
that is lacking in both games, however, is the lack of a dedicated headshot damage mod, which has resulted in overaggressive headshots and the inability of players to kill opponents from range. With this in mind, I thought it might be interesting to try and make a dedicated headshot mod that works in both Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive. The Mod The following features
are available in the Mod: Individual damage caused by headshots Adjustable headshot multiplier (for both non-headshot damage and headshot damage) Adjustable damage to a secondary weapon based on the number of headshots taken Damage multiplier per level Damage multiplier per bullet penetration Skeletons have a multiplier based on the level they are at A heartbeat sound effect for when the
damage is detected The Mod also has a visual effect of a white explosion coming out of the player when they are hit (which includes fireballs) The Mod does not alter the actual damage of headshots or non-headshots. Usage The Mod is loaded via the init.cfg file. [mod_damage_headshot] Headshot Multiplier = Level Headshot Damage = Non-Headshot Damage * Headshot Multiplier There are two

ways to use the Mod: A simple preset which adjusts all the settings to a player's preferred settings An in-game preset which will load the appropriate settings based on a player's profile or a set of predefined presets The Simple Preset For players that do not want to fiddle with the settings, the following preset is recommended: [mod_damage_headshot preset_headshot_mana] Headshot Damage = Level
* Headshot Multiplier The in-game preset [mod_damage_headshot preset_headshot_mana_config] 82157476af
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